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Baker Grace
BYFM



All Baker Grace wants to do is make a connection, and be someone 
that others can see themselves in. “I’m a small girl, maybe I can look 
delicate and fragile, but I want to get across that I can be powerful, 
strong, independent and confident at the same time,” says Grace. 
“I know what it’s like to be growing up as a young female in this society 
and how the amount of pressure and expectations that are put on us 
can make it really hard to find beauty in yourself.”

She wants to use her voice to not only spread her own message 
of empowerment, but to help others find solace and comfort in 
themselves – as well as pushing for justice and awareness to make it 
easier for everyone. “As I’m very passionate about health, wellness
and nutrition, I get very angry at the way people are treated – especially 
in America where there is such a disparity,” she says. “I genuinely 
believe that everybody deserves the opportunity to be well-fed, to have 
their health and to be able to deal with trauma and their mental health 
issues, especially children.”

Through the lessons she’s learned on her own journey, she wants 
others who may have dark moments to face to know that there’s a 
way out through wellness, consciousness and tackling your demons 
proactively. “That’s really how I got through everything I’ve been
through,” Grace adds. “I think that being an artist is as much about 
working hard as it is about being in a place where you can let the 
inspiration come to you.”



Album:
Yourz Truly (State of the Art Records, 2020)

Musicians:
Chloe Grace Baker, 
Stefan Krsmanovic

www.bakergrace.com





Razteria
Why



Razteria (Renée) means to be reborn in French, a name that accurately 
describes an artist in perpetual renaissance of sound, as she creates 
pop music with vocals reminiscent of Sade, electronic elements of 
Massive Attack, grooves of Steel Pulse and latin vibe of Shakira. 
Based in El Sobrante, California, with Bolivian/Dutch roots, Razteria 
has developed a bilingual (Spanish/English) repertoire. She is able to 
hone her unique sound as she takes on the roles as artist, songwriter, 
and producer/engineer. She released her first full album in 2005, 
and has since released 7 albums and 1 EP under different names in 
collaboration with artists from the US, Argentina, Bolivia and Colombia. 
Her song Once Again, won Grand Prize in the John Lennon Songwriting 
Contest, World Category (2016) and her music video Inspire Me is a 
current finalist in the International Songwriting Competition (2020 
entries). 

Why is one of the singles from Razteria’s 8th album Space to Play 
released October 28th, 2021.



Album:
/ (Asteria Records, 2020)

Musicians:
Renee Asteria Penaloza,
TrakWorx (mastering)

www.razteria.com





Phonix
Miracle



Phonix is a singer/songwriter, musician and producer based in 
Naples with a very personal sound that blends pop, soul, rock, funk 
with experimentation in contemporary style resulting in involving and 
exciting songs. In the summer of 2018 he debuted with Rock and 
Roll, the first ever self written, arranged, produced and interpreted it. 
It is an important piece, which reflects his universe of music, from 
Elvis Presley, The Beatles, James Brown, to Michael Jackson and 
Stevie Wonder. His second single is Soon, dedicated to the birth of his 
daughter. He recently founded Snap Music studio in Naples, a music 
production center in the heart of the city which has become a reference 
point for the production work of many of the most important artists in 
the area. My Love and My Teacher is his third song: realized between 
Naples and London is a mix of synthesizer, vocal choir and groove. The 
song has been broadcasted from the main independent radio stations 
in England, with the object of leads the listener in an immersive 
experience of electricity and melody. Miracle his last song, is an 
electropop up-tempo contemporary song with vibrant instrumental 
raids.



Album:
/ (self released, 2020)

Musicians:
Phonix





Lipford
Run Away



Lipford is an Italian-American Pop artist.

Born in Rome in 1985, he played in the alternative rock band Mantram 
for 17 years as a guitarist/composer.

The dissolution of the band, which took place in January 2019, 
determined his solo artistic birth. The songs of the latest composition 
confirmed a renewed musical identity.

With this solo project, Lipford wants to take new musical paths and 
open a new chapter in his life. The stated goal is to communicate the 
emotions that everyday life presents us or simply makes us rediscover.



Album:
/ (self released, 2020)

Musicians:
Lipford, 
Daniele Russo, 
Francesco Grammatico

www.lipfordmusic.com





LUME
Silent



The music of LUME is a melting pot of ideas, of sounds, of places. 
Weaving her way down South from her native Manchester and ending 
up in Brighton, LUME discovered a new home and a newfound creative 
freedom. 

There is a palpable yearning in LUME’s music. A familiar emotive 
thread which she has been pulling, from her debut EP Tip of Your 
Thumb via the masterful ‘Edge of My Seat’, (which earned a co-sign 
from Taylor Swift, featuring the title track on her ‘International Women’s 
Day Playlist’) and woven into the fabric of her latest singles: Venus, 
Silent and Apricot, from her 3rd EP Somewhere, Elsewhere. 

Somewhere, Elsewhere is LUME’s most accomplished release to 
date, once again raising the bar as a genuine all-rounder: songwriter, 
producer and artist with an increasingly clear creative vision.

She has been championed by the likes of: BBC Radio 1, BBC 6 Music, 
BBC Introducing, Line of Best Fit, Clash, Complex, Pigeons and Planes 
& Mahogany amongst others.



EP:
Somewhere, Elsewhere (Hand Five Records, 2021)

Musicians:
David Staniforth,
Zara Kershaw

www.thisisLUME.com





Michael Wilford
Rattle My Bones 
(feat. Sail Cassady)



“If you’re looking for some(one) completely next-level… then search 
no more because we have found exactly what you were looking for.” 
weareymx.com

Michael Wilford is an exciting and innovative emerging artist. Inspired 
by the likes of Arctic Monkeys, Florence and the Machine, and the 
musical legends of yesterday, Michael’s music fuses the peaceful yet 
powerful nature of folk music with the edge and energy of Rock and 
Roll. The versatile songwriter and drummer has spent the last few 
years on the road as a touring musician for several Canadian bands; 
but since the release of his first song, Scotch, Michael has begun to 
carve out a reputation as a promising artist in his own right. 
 
Michael’s songwriting is darkly cinematic and his approach to music-
making is collaborative and community-oriented. He writes the songs 
and builds a unique team around each project. He has plans to roll out 
a series of releases featuring a rolodex of musicians followed by his 
debut EP in 2022. 



Album:
/ (self released, 2021)

Musicians:
Sail Cassady (vocals),
Joshua Litton (acoustic guitar, violin, viola, backing vocals),
Malcom Owen-Flood (acoustic guitar, electric guitar, bass),
Zak Windle (bass),
Michael Wilford (drums, percussion, piano),
Amelia Thomas, Chris Eriksen, Colin Craviero, Darryl James, Elijah 
Quinn, Elena Goddard, Hailey Krakana, Jenny West Cooney, Joshua 
Litton, Marie Perry, Michael Wilford, Molly Moolman, Nate Prevedoros, 
Noah Monckton, Rhea George, Tina Edwards (gang vocals)

www.michaelwilfordmusic.com





UNA
Elephant Girl



Downtempo Electronic collective UNA formed around 2007 when 
producer Richard Larsen recorded a demo with Jennifer Nice. After 
hearing her Latin soul vibe they started working on an EP The Rain is 
Over and Gone and called themselves UNA. Soon DJ Eddie Barajas 
joined them and a full length LP, entitled one was released. Several 
songs were favored by influential radio station KCRW (home of 
Morning Becomes Eclectic) and swept the LP to the top position, 
debuting at #1 in the US for unsigned bands (Mediaguide). Releasing 
7 records since, the Independent Music Awards nominated UNA’s Last 
Time I Saw You for Top Song in 2018, and then in 2019 nominated Hiss 
for the Fly Top 5 Album of the Year. Nearly every UNA release hit Top 
10’s across the country. Now, UNA looks forward to part three of their 
fly trilogy with The Look in Their Eyes starting off with their pandemic-
inspired, sneak peak, soulful single Time Zone.

Using mostly downtempo jazz inspired grooves and Wurli electric 
piano, UNA proceeds to deliver profound pop, lending their vibe to 
what was called electronica but would otherwise be described as a 
new form. Their most recent work has been mentioned as a mixture 
of Dream-Pop, Indietronica, and Alternative R&B, but catching up with 
these music tags is bewildering. While not re-hashing those ideas, 
yet remaining openly positive and spirited, UNA is moving into new 
territory with musical references to many styles. 

Their sound is distinctive and identifiable. We just call it UNA.



Album:
Hiss for the Fly: A Common Apocalyptic Survival Guide 
(Cool Jewel Records, 2018)

Musicians:
Jennifer Nice (vocals),
Richard Larsen (piano, drums, tenor voice),
Eddie Barajas (turntables),
Shawn Davis (bass),
Lili Haydn (violin),
Gabriel Meyer (baritone),
Rafa Padilla (percussion),
Mitch Zelezny (mastering),
The Mighty One (production)

www.unamusic.net
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PELA
In the Young



PELA is Hannah Coombes and Olly Shelton. Together, they weave 
reflective lyricism through synth-laced, alternative pop soundscapes 
with ethereal, ambient breaks. The duo received early support from 
BBC Radio 1, BBC Introducing London, Soho Radio and praise from 
John Kennedy. Their expansive sound is teamed with stories of anxiety, 
joy, introspectivity and love. 

PELA moved out of London together in 2020 to live by the sea in 
Brighton. Since then, they’ve been creating their debut EP, Little 
Ceremonies, out in June 2022. 



Album:
/ (self released, 2020)

Musicians:
Hannah Coombes,
Olly Shelton

www.thisispela.com





Tart Vandelay
Silver Skies



Tart Vandelay is an Indie Pop duo based in Phoenix, AZ. Formed in 2014, 
the group consists of vocalist Katie Halligan and guitarist Marty LoFaso. 
The duo began making music together while they were students in 
Boston before moving back to Rochester, NY in 2015.

Once back in Rochester they began touring and performing in the 
Northeast and Great Lakes regions, including trips over the border to 
Canada. During this time the group experimented with finding a sound 
while expanding to include a rhythm section and performing as a 
quartet.

In the spring of 2018, Halligan and LoFaso decided to begin 
incorporating more electronic elements into their sound and returned to 
their roots as a duo. To finalize its first chapter as a group, Tart Vandelay 
released its latest EP Janus on May 31st 2019, just before relocating to 
Phoenix, AZ. The band spent the year 2020 refining its new electronic 
sound, and has now subsequently released several singles throughout 
2021. Tart Vandelay continues to focus on writing and recording new 
material, with plans of returning to live performances in 2022.



Album:
/ (TV Inc, 2021)

Musicians:
Martin LoFaso (production), 
Katie Halligan (vocals)

www.tartvandelay.com





Possimiste
Amazon



“It’s pop music but one from some alien civilization that isn’t inundated 
with bad examples of how it should sound.”
Queen City Sounds and Art

Possimiste is a lucid dreamer who brings songs into this world from 
other galactic dimensions she visits. This explains why listening to 
her music feels like walking on the borderline between two parallel 
realities: it sounds extraterrestrially magical but yet so heart-warmingly 
human and grounding at the same time.

Possimiste’s debut album Youniverse was released in summer 2021 
and has brought the artist numerous awards, such as best female 
act at “X977 Sykurmolinn 2020”, European Emerging Artist 2021 
winner, and has been named as the album of the year by Musica 
Islandese Italia.



Album:
Youniverse (Possimiste, 2021)

Musicians:
Possimiste

www.possimiste.com





Bernardine
Horizon



Bernardine’s harmonious vocals cascade over a sea of shimmering 
guitars and synths, set in motion by downtempo sunset rhythms. Her 
first album release found her acclaim as an illustrious pop-folk artist 
in Australia, but today Bernardine’s sound has evolved, rousing the 
airwaves with luminescent nightfall anthems, each with the ability to 
entrance listeners in dark tropical bliss. 

Born and raised in Perth, Australia, Bernardine learned piano and guitar 
as a child and began busking and performing. She studied music at 
university and played in various indie bands before emerging as a solo 
artist and releasing her debut self-titled album in 2015. Bernardine’s 
sound is a home-grown culmination of live and electronic sounds, 
handpicked and layered to drench the listener in twilight euphoria.

Horizon was written in the States during COVID-19 lockdown. 
Bernardine writes, “The world suddenly stopped around me and I felt 
very isolated and far from home. Writing helped me get through this 
time and Horizon was the first song that came to me. At first glance 
Horizon comes across as a love song, but it is also intended to make 
listeners consider self-compassion”.



Album:
/ (self released, 2021)

Musicians:
Bernardine Woolard, 
Timothy McArtney

www.bernardinemusic.com





LOLAH
Back in Time



Born and raised in a Vietnamese family with a medical background, 
up-and-coming singer and artist LOLAH’s trajectory for music was set 
at birth. And though she eventually did end up practicing dentistry, the 
stunning singer soon found her calling through music, adopting music 
fully in 2018 as a career. 

LOLAH has shared stage with established artists and bands from all 
over the world such as The Vaccines and Frank Turner, The Empty 
Pockets, Antigone Rising, and Heavy Tigers among others. In 2019, she 
released her debut album in the US titled Let’s Go. The album was her 
first self-produced album and includes 4 fresh singles that fully highlight 
her genius. 

Multitalented, LOLAH plays the guitar, sings and independently produce 
her songs. Having left dentistry behind, the budding artist boasts a 
stunning discography that includes her album/EP titled Let’s Go which 
consists of 4 songs, and other notable singles such as Memories and 
Pull the Trigger. Memories in particular encompasses authentic indie 
folk and country rock vibes and offers rich and soulful music to relate to. 
LOLAH’s music has also been nominated for Bai Hat Viet, a big TV show 
contest in Vietnam. 

Her guitar riffs take great inspiration from the hippie era of 70s rock and 
blend with the vocal melodies of contemporary pop music. Driven by a 
great stage presence and passionate and high energy, LOLAH is inspired 
to keep on building on her musical genius and masterful lyricism.



Album:
Back in Time (single, LOLAH entertainment, 2021)

Musicians:
LOLAH

www.LOLAHentertainment.com





The Watters
Can’t Hold Onto Time



The Watters honed their one-of-a-kind sound wandering around the 
country and soaking up their habitats. Born and raised in Sedona, 
The Watters developed their eclectic sound after living in several 
dramatically different cities including Los Angeles, Denver, Nashville 
and now Austin. Seamlessly blending Americana, Soul, Rock and Jazz, 
they have been described as “Fleetwood Mac with a horn section.”  
Daniel and Jenna Watters have collaborated on seven albums together 
under various monikers, and they released their debut record, Great 
Unknown, as They Watters in 2016. They have garnered a devoted fan 
base through their energetic performances, stirring vocals and road-
weathered musicianship. For The Watters, life and music are one, their 
journey together being their greatest muse.

With fifteen years of music collaboration together, husband and wife 
duo Daniel & Jenna Watters embrace a sound they call “Americana 
Soul”. Aided by some of Austin’s finest musicians, The Watters is 
full of the rich experience and expert contributions of everyone 
involved. Lively horn riffs and lingering vocal melodies serve as 
a cornerstone for the new album, which features well-crafted 
songwriting, the electric energy of a live performance and unique genre 
that is both indefinably new yet always familiar.

The Watters became an Austin band in 2015. “On one of our trips home 
to Sedona,” says Daniel, “we were convinced to take a long detour to 
Austin, TX and ended up at a show at The Continental Club Gallery 
where we decided that night we had to move here.”



Album:
Intuition (All Day Dreamer Music, 2021)

Musicians:
Jenna Watters, 
Daniel Watters, 
Joe Beckham, 
Trevor Nealon, 
JJ Johnson, 
Anthony Farrell, 
Sterling Steffen, 
Ephraim Owens, 
Daniel Robinson

www.wearethewatters.com





Wonky Tonk & The HiLife
Lessons



Wonk is a movement of love, for love. Come one, come all, let’s see how 
our spirits can dance! 

In service to the Song, Wonk is learning to dance and to fall and to dance 
and to fall. It’s either for you, or it will be or it has been or it isn’t. See for 
yourself.  ♥ #LoveWins



Album:
Lessons & Lovers (Grace & Grit Records, 2020)

Musicians:
Wonky Tonk, 
Alessandro Corona, 
Stephen Patota, 
Eric Dietrich, 
Kate Wakefield, 
John Hoffman

www.wonkytonkmusic.com



www.erzetich-audio.com


